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axe words and characteristics similar to the Polynesians of
New Zealand and French Oceania.
If the original inhabitants were Polynesians, it would
explain the disgust with which the natives watched the
meat-eating English sailors. To them, such meat and such
large bones could only be of human origin* The Polynesians
were never cannibals in the accepted sense of the term.
The highest caste warriors ate certain parts of their enemies
killed in battle, in the belief that the virtues of courage and
strength of the dead warrior would be transferred, to them.
Cannibalism, with the Polynesians was a ritual almost
identical with the Christian rite of taking the sacrament. The
Melanesians, 011 the other hand, ate human flesh because
they liked it. 'Long pig' was a relished item of food, apart
from feasting on their enemies killed in battle. Human
flesh was looked on by some tribes as a justifiable food
substitute during years of drought.
Louise Michel, the Communard deportee, h\her collection
of native legends, Lzgendes et Chants de Gestes Canaques9
leaves a revealing account of the beginning of cannibalism—
as recounted by the natives themselves. The following two
stories are among many which she heard, explaining the
*falF of the natives. Without strain, there is surely an
analogy, first -with the Biblical story of the Flood, then with
that of the brothers Cain and Abel.
cLong ago, one really ate men; and then more moons
passed, more moons than there are stars, when one didn't
eat men. After that it began again. There were the times
of the Great Hunger, other times of the Great Anger. Since
long past, this now happens but rarely, only during a war,
when Anger bites hard... There came a good time, with
plenty to eat. This was before the great, great cyclone came.
'Then, in. front of the huts, by night, they told the story
•of a time when the fish would cause death because of the
flower of the coral, and when banana trees and coconut palms
would break down by the wind of death; then those who
were stronger and had greater hunger ate the others, so
that they themselves might not die. One who heard the

